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BUZZ HAS FIRST
NATIONAL EXPERIENCE

Mrs Smith, the Editor of Burnt Oak Buzz, arranged the trip to Reach 
Printing Services in Luton to watch First News coming off the press 
by getting in touch with Nicky Cox MBE; First News’s Editor in Chief. 

Our visit started with meeting and interviewing Nicky, where we 
quizzed her about her career, leading to Nicky asking us about our 
roles at Journalism Club, including how we create our articles at Buzz. 

After the interview we were separated into smaller groups in order 
to see the printing process.  My group were the first group to set off, 
initially seeing the printing plates & the checking of the paper. Then 
it was all systems go, the button was pressed & the papers started 
rolling off. 

The initial papers are checked for colour quality and I had the 
opportunity to adapt the colours of the paper until they were at an 
acceptable level to be sold. Up to 1000 papers will be printed and 
thrown away before the paper is deemed saleable. The difference 
between the initial & final versions was clear to see.          

Next we saw the robots that are responsible for bringing the rolls of 
paper to the presses. The robots were absolutely epic and shows how 
the industry has become very high tech; knowing which type of paper 
to collect and where to take it.            

Lastly we saw First News being folded and packaged for distribution 
across the country. It was fascinating to see the whole process and 
within about 40 minutes, 50,000 copies of First News had come off.

Overall I had a great experience and it was a fantastic opportunity 
that I will remember for many years. 

By Joshua
                  
More about our first National Experience on pages 2-4                         
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Our Journalism Club Media Team were overjoyed at the 
prospect of being the first group of children to see what goes 
on behind the scenes in the production of First News and 
interview the famous Editor-In-Chief, Nicky Cox. We loved 
talking to her, and she was extremely funny! We began by 
asking: “How did First News start?” She answered, “I was 15 
years old when the idea came to me that there should be a 
children’s newspaper. I was trying to read a normal one, but I 
couldn’t understand it. When I first launched the newspaper, 
most of the other famous newspaper companies thought it 
was a rubbish idea. It turned out to become an amazing one!”

After our interview, we headed towards the factory floor. 
Reach Printing Services were very kind and started the print 
run as early as possible, so that we could watch the 
newspapers being made. The process  they went through to 
being taken out into the world was amazing! 

First, robot forklift trucks were programmed to take a giant roll 
of paper and put it into a machine that feeds it into the 
printing press. Then, it printed out the whole newspaper in 
one big sheet using plates that are stamped onto the page. 
Next, the pages are cut and stapled on the same machine. 

Throughout the process, the staff take out newspapers from 
the mix to see if the colours are correct, then they adjust the 
colour saturation to make it perfect. About 1,000 newspapers 
have to be scrapped during this process, but in the old days 
this figure used to be more like 5,000 or 6,000 and they 
weren’t even recycled! 

Lastly, the finished papers either get bundled up and sent out, 
or transferred to another machine to be folded. 

Overall, thank you everyone who works hard at First News and 
Reach Printing Services to get the newspapers delivered to 
schools all over the country every week, and to Nicky Cox and 
everyone else who was at the amazing interview!

By Will

On Tuesday 13th August, 10 lucky members of Burnt Oak Junior 
School’s Buzz team were given the opportunity to interview Nicky 
Cox MBE and go on a tour of Reach Printing Services, where First 
News is printed.

Upon arrival, we were taken to the board room to interview Nicky. 
We explained our roles in Buzz and discussed our favourite articles 
that we have published. The team had prepared a few questions 
to ask Nicky. It was very interesting to find out that Nicky’s passion 
for journalism started at the age of 15 and has continued since.

We then had a tour around the factory. We went into a large room 
where robots were collecting the enormous rolls of paper to take 
to the printers. In the printing room, we saw the workers 
perfecting the colours to make sure the final copy is as sharp as 
possible. It was amazing to see the printers in action, printing out 
thousands of copies of next week’s edition.

We would like to thank Nicky Cox MBE, Reach Printing Services 
and Mrs Smith (our very own journalism editor) for organising this 
fantastic trip and wonderful experience!

By Bethan and Scarlett

In true Buzz style, we have put together a film of our amazing 
Summer visit to meet and interview Nicky Cox MBE, as well as 
seeing First News rolling off the presses at Reach Printing Services 
in Luton. We would like to thank everyone involved for their warm 
welcome and hospitality; you gave us a fantastic window into the 
world of publishing and print, which we were truly inspired by. 
Follow this link to watch our film: https://youtu.be/s-e0CK4dXOY

Following our visit, Buzz was contacted by the Production Journal - 
a professional journal celebrating the voice of publishing and print, 
with its origins going back 180 years. We are absolutely thrilled to 
be included in their September/October edition.

We would like so say a BIG thank you for publishing our reporters 
first press releases and celebrating our team at Burnt Oak Buzz!

Our thanks go to:

First News
Reach Printing Services
Production Journal (PJ News)
Bexley Bulletin 

Editor

A WINDOW INTO PUBLISHING AND PRINT



First News Editor in Chief, Nicky Cox MBE

When did you first become interested in journalism and 
what inspired you? I was 15 when I decided I definitely wanted 
to become a journalist. There was a war going on and I wanted to 
find out about it, but I couldn’t really understand the newspapers 
written for adults because they didn’t give any background to the 
story. I wondered then why wasn’t there a newspaper written for 
children that I could understand. 

What part of your career are you most proud of? 
I think probably First News you know. I started on a local paper in 
Croydon as a trainee reporter and was there for three years. I was 
21 when I tried to launch a children’s newspaper then, called Early 
Times, but we didn’t have any money so it was difficut. However 
it did get me noticed as I got an interview with the Prime Minister 
at the time, a lady called Margaret Thatcher where I took some 
children along. Then the BBC saw what I was doing and offered 
me a job. 

Do you have a motto on First News? That’s a really good ques-
tion, actually no we don’t. We have lots of phrases - I always say 
children are 27% of the world’s people, but 100% of the future. 

Have you ever been starstruck during an interview? 
No I don’t think I have, because I always have my work head on. 
That’s not to say I don’t think “Wow, I’m interviewing ...” but I 
haven’t ever been startstruck.

Who would you most like to interview and why?
Probably the Pope. The current Pope seems to be a bit of a 
mover and a shaker; up until now the Pope has probably been the 
most famous religious person, but has almost seemed a bit stuck 
in the past. The new Pope seems to be more forward 
thinking and is interested in climate change. Across the whole 
world there are alot of Christians who follow what he says so 
he’s a very powerful person. 

Oh I know, or the Queen because she never ever does interviews, 
ever, so that would be great.

What was your inspiration behind creating a children’s 
newspaper? Back in the days when I was working on the 
Croydon Advertiser, I even started a children’s page then. I said to 
the Editor that there should be a page for the locals kids to know 
what’s going on and have a space to write about what they’re 
doing in their schools and local clubs, and he agreed. I started 
a club called Nicky and the News Hounds, we had T-Shirts and 
everything! I used to take kids around to review plays and 
restaurants, it was good. At the BBC I worked on children’s 
magazines, but always felt we’re a very newspaper reading 
nation and thought it was incredible there was nothing for 
children. Why wouldn’t there be? Everyone said it was crazy when 
I launched First News, saying that children weren’t interested in 
the news and if they were they’d read it online. There was a 
newspaper called The Independent who wrote a piece about it 
saying it wasn’t a great idea and now First News is the biggest 
newspaper in the UK. We have more readers than The Times, 
Guardian and Telegraph added together and the Independent is 
only online now. Don’t let anyone tell you your idea is stupid, if you 
believe in it you can make it happen, you really can. 

Is there an equal number of male and female journalists 
within First News? Yes

We like your FYI show and wanted to ask if we could meet 
your presenters, either in person or via video link to share 
experiences or contribute to a story? FYI began after I went 
to the Head of Sky News and asked why is there 24/7 news 
without any of it dedicated to children. I thought there should be 
a news show for children and they agreed. However, in answer to 
your question, why don’t we come to your school and bring 
somebody along from the show. We have a section on the show 
called kids comments, where we talk about something in the news 
and then we ask your opinion on it. We can definitely come and 
film in your school with you all.
 
How do you do your research? In a very similar way to you. 
You hear about things in the news and then you research it. 
Sometimes we hear about stories in local papers. There’s 
something called news agencies and they send you stories and 
press releases all the time. Having a diary of events is also 
useful. Companies send you press releases all the time as well. I 
remember the day we had our first press release – I was so 
excited! We launched First News and nobody even knew we
existed yet. We published and hoped people would buy it and then 
we received a press release to consider! Now we get SO much 
stuff sent to us all the time.

How do you decide what to include in each newspaper? 
There’s certain pages we have every week, which need articles to 
fill them, such as about science and animals. For the news 
pages we have a weekly meeting and discuss the stories we’d like 
to include. It’s not always the biggest stories that make the front 
page, sometimes it’s the most interesting. We literally sit there 
with last week’s paper and stick on Postit notes. Then we look at it 
and decide how it looks as a whole. We make sure there’s a good 
balance between positive stories and sadder stories. We don’t ever 
shy away from the truth, we want to tell you what’s going on but 
we also don’t want you to read the paper and just see sad news. 
There’s so much good news as well and I think adult papers are 
really bad at representing the news in a balanced way. The world 
is not miserable, there’s way more good people than bad people, 
way more good things than bad things and what I’m proud of with 
First News is that we reflect that. We also get adults who say they 
read First News because they feel they get a more balanced view 
of what is going on in the world. A more hopeful outlook.

             

             

             
             Lorraine Smith, Nicky Cox MBE & Wendy Tomlin



Our comic strip guy’s 
imagination, creativity and 

talent is inspiring. Check out
his story about our 

Summer Trip.



 

 

By Josh 18 / 9 /19 
 
 
 
 

 
On the 18th September, Head Boy and Head Girl elections took place in Burnt Oak and all of 
the candidates (a person who applied for the job or was nominated for election) had the 
chance to talk to the whole school in assembly. We were very nervous before our speeches; 
from a Head Boy candidate point of view, I was very worried that I may suddenly forgot my 
lines. Everyone was held in suspense waiting for the outcome.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

After playtime, classes came into the hall one at a time so every child and member of staff 
could have a vote. Votes were counted and the results announced at Rewards Assembly later 
that week. 

 

  D e m o c r a c y  i n  B u r n t  O a k :   
 H e a d  B o y  a n d  H e a d  G i r l  E l e c t i o n s  

• Before I went on I felt nervous, but once I was on the stage I felt better.  
• I’m proud of getting up there and talking to everybody, but I feel a little impatient for the 

results now!  
• I’m happy with my speech and I’d love the chance to make the school even better than it is.  
• I could have refined my speech more, but it was my first ever one so I feel pleased I did it.  
• I’m feeling nervous, but we all did our best so I’m also feeling proud. 

 

Photos taken and pupil voice collected by our Sub Editors pictured. 



 
Congratulations to our new Head Girl Chloe, Head Boy Jack and deputies Kyla and Charlie, pictured 
here with our Headteacher Ms Denman on Genes for Jeans Day. 

Pupil Voice 
Assemblies 

Covered by our YR6 Pupil Voice Sub Editor Hannah and YR4 Reporter Harrison 

Our first Pupil Voice assembly of the year was about 
pollution, led by year 6 (pictured).  
 
The assembly explained the facts and ways we could help: 

• The ozone layer is being damaged by cars’ exhaust 
gases. Electric cars are healthier for our planet.  

• A lot of pollution is making its way to the ocean 
and is killing thousands of different species. Stop 
using single use plastics & find an alternative such 
as using metal straws. 

• The Amazon Rainforest has been on fire for roughly 
2 months; some scientists believe people may have 
purposely set it on fire. Spread awareness and 
encourage people in authority across the World to 
step up support.  

 
We thought this was a good assembly and the girls got 
their message across, that everybody needs to help our 
environment. I liked their competition idea too. Well done! 
 

Never leave your rubbish behind! 
 



 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“I thought pancake flipping 
was really fun. It was great to 
learn a new skill we can do at 

home, now and when we’re 
older. This was the first time 
I’ve flipped a pancake!” Belle 

GLOOM TO BLOOM by James C 
 
In the morning, at 7am in Sidcup, the Little 
Gardener and the worm felt shocked because the 
garden had changed. 
 
Yesterday morning the Little Gardener thought he 
was going to wake up to his terrible garden. 
However, the garden had magically transformed.  
 
Eye witness, Molly the Mole stated, ”I saw lots of 
men ripping up weeds.” She said she saw this, but 
Moles are naturally blind.  
 
Carrot lover Bugs, the Bun Bun Bunny stated, ”There 
were loads of bugs.” 
 
The improved garden will definitely affect the Little 
Gardener because he won’t have to do any work, 
although he might have to feed the worm. 
 
He might have too many bugs, but if we keep giving 
food like carrots and lettuce, he could have a Bug 
Hotel instead.  
 
Honey Bee Bumble stated, “Buzz! Buzz! Buzz!” which 
summed up things nicely. 
 

“Creative writing was fun this week as I 
like writing news reports. I’m feeling proud 
that I’ve been chosen to be published, as 
everyone will be able to read my work.” 

Celebrating learning, progress and individual achievement at Burnt Oak. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“We went to the Glades with our 
class and worked with a partner. We 
looked on the grass and around by 
the lake. We did our best to pick up 
as much litter as we could. We 
enjoyed helping to keep our 
environment clean and tidy and give 
the trip 10/10. I filled a whole black 
bag with my friend.” Radley & Jack  

Year 3
 went 

Litter
 Pickin

g to 

the G
lades

 in 

Sidcup
 to h

elp k
eep 

our e
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ent 

clean
 and 

safe
.

Well done to our 
Year 3 & 4 Super Hero 

Eco-Warriors in July, for 
helping Sidcup achieve a 

SILVER AWARD in 
London in Bloom! 

Bradley & Jack 



 
 
 
 
 
 

       We are all better together.  

     We are one big family at Burnt Oak Junior School. 

 
Considering Failure  
With thanks to Mr Cossentine for letting Buzz workshop his thoughts on Failure, allowing us to 
consider different ways we can re-frame failure into a positive.  

To read the full workshop notes, please contact us: Buzz@burntoak.bexley.sch.uk 

Find Mr Cossentine on Facebook: Mind Body Coaching.  

“…since it is our beliefs that determine part of our behaviour, whether we feel like we've 
succeeded or failed, I always look for a guiding belief to pull people through experiences.   
 
Asking questions such as 'What are we learning about failure...?' reinforces the new beliefs that 
we will now operate from in those challenging situations.” JC 
 
The children’s thoughts: 
 
“I felt like I’d failed back in year 3, when I didn’t score very well in an English assessment. It 
wasn’t a great feeling and felt heavy. However, from thinking about failure in more detail I can 
see how I didn’t fail at all. If I could talk to myself back then I’d say, ‘You didn’t fail, you had just 
started living in England and simply didn’t know much of the new language yet. This was just a 
stepping stone. You did your best and I can see now that each time you try your best you will 
improve more and more.’ It’s been a useful discussion and helped me focus on the positive.” 
 
“Sometimes it feels like failure when you don’t achieve as high as you’d like in a test. It’s not 
something you concentrate on, but it’s not a nice feeling. Thinking about failure has helped me 
see that I was trying my best all along and that I am learning and improving all the time. My best 
is good enough and doing this workshop will help me the next time I feel like I’ve failed, because 
instead I will think of what I’ve achieved so far and have a new way to consider things.” 
 

At Burnt Oak we believe that 

together we can all feel 

supported, safe and well. 

This section is dedicated to 

exploring wellbeing, keeping 

children safe and offering 

friendly advice from a 

child’s perspective. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

based on a true story… 

This person is now one of the biggest actors in the world and this is his story.  

A man needed to pay some bills, so he asked his wife if he could sell some of her 
jewellery. She said no, but he did it anyway because he really didn’t have a choice. 
He also sold his dog for just $25, because he was that desperate. One day he bought 
himself a pad and pen after seeing a boxing match on the TV, deciding to write a 
script that he then showed to his friend. His friend agreed that the script was 
amazing and said he knew someone who would be interested in turning it into a 
film.  He went and talked to them and they did love it, offering him $125,000 for it 
BUT he said no, because they wouldn’t let him star in the film. They offered him 
$250,000 and then $350,000 but he said no each time, until they offered him just 
$35,000 and promised him the starring role. He said yes to the much lower price, 
because this would give him his chance to appear in his film as the main character.  
The first thing he did was pay $15,000 to buy his dog back.  

This story shows that you can be at rock bottom and always go back up to where 
you were, or even higher. It shows that if you want a miracle to happen you can’t 
just sit there waiting for people to put money in your hand, you must make the 
change yourself.  

I am of course talking about Sylvester Stallone, who starred in the Rocky films, as 
well as other Hollywood block busters.  

By Andrei 

 

We happily supported World Mental Health 
Day at Burnt Oak by: 

• Miss Moore taught Mindfulness and 
Yoga throughout the week in lessons 

• On Thursday we spoke about the 
importance of looking after our 
Mental Health in assembly 

• At the end of lunchtime, we had a 
whole school mindful meditation 

• After school, staff met for tea, cakes 
and some down time to recharge 
batteries and connect as a team 

• Staff donated to YoungMinds.Org 



Good luck to all the children and 
parents in Year 6 who are currently 
considering secondary schools this half term. 
It can feel strange thinking so far ahead.

We thought it was extremely relevant to have a 
Year 6 Sub Editor interview a new Year 7 pupil 
and adding Will’s thoughts enriches this further. 

Once application forms are in, the Year 6s 
can get on with enjoying the rest of the 
year and all the fantastic things that await.

It’s great to be able to give Andrei and Will their 
own Column and be able to develop a new role at 
Buzz; continuing to empower our young people to 
use their voice in our digital news paper platform.

Editor 
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Andrei’s 
Column
Let’s talk about 

Transition.

Chloe welcomes our 2018/19 
Food Sub Editor Andrei back 
to Buzz as our Year 7 Editorial 
Advisor and Columnist; 
quizzing him about transition. 

What’s it like being back at Burnt 
Oak? It feels weird. The school is 
way smaller than where I am now. At 
secondary school you have a main 
building, connected to lots of other 
buildings with different subjects in them. 

What were you most looking for-
ward to when you started second-
ary school? Getting to feel older. Now I 
can take my phone to school - although 
not to have it out in lessons. Only the 
older years can keep their phones on 
them during the day, but the lower years 
have to hand them in at the start of the 
day to the office and collect them from 
your form tutor at the end of the day. At 
secondary school you only see your form 
tutor once a day, where you might go to 
read or catch up with information being 
given out. Assemblies are different too, as 
they are normally at the end of the day.

How was transition from Burnt Oak 
to your new school? At first you’re a 
bit worried. The school is bigger, there’s 
a lot of people and you wonder about 
bullying, but it has all turned out fine so  far. 

Have you made friends there yet? 
Yes I’ve made new friends and nine 
children from Burnt Oak now go to my 
school. I spend more time with my new 
friends, but I keep in touch with everyone. 

What advice would you give to the 
year 6’s going into year 7 next year? 
Don’t be worried or shy. It’s not like 
Primary School where teachers are by your 
side all the time. It will be different, it will 
be up to you more to sort out arguments 
with your frends. It will be new, so it’s 
natural to be a tiny bit worried, but overall 
it’s been a good experience because you 
feel more grown up and make new friends.

Will’s 
Column

Buzz welcomes back our 
2018/19 Media Sub Editor 
Will as our Year 7 Columnist. 

We are excited to add an ex-
tra layer of young leadership 
at Journalism Club and are 
looking forward to working 
with Andrei and Will this year.

  
Transition 
Mission!!!

For all of the year 6s scared of going to a 
secondary school, I have to tell you that 
it is not scary at all. It’s the best; making 
new friends and choosing what school you 
wanted to go to, and meeting the amaz-
ing teachers, but the best thing about 
going to the new school is... THE FOOD! 

Everyone says it, but it’s true! When 
you go to your new school, you can 
meet all the lovely teachers and ex-
perience the new variety of lessons. 

The transition is less terrifying than 
you might believe. You just choose a 
school, wait for the results, relax and 
go to your new school! Everyone set-
tles in quicker than they expect, and you 
will be fine, but I am sure that you are 
not worrying much. About me - I have 
settled excellently into my new school 
in Bexley Borough; all the teachers are 
very kind and extremely funny – and 
I have made about a million friends! 



THE AMAZON IS ON FIRE!!! 
By Bethan 

The Amazon Rainforest has been 
burning for over two months and 
we need to act now to save the 
Amazon from further disaster. 
 

 

                                                                           

                                                                           

                                                                         Spreading Awareness! 
 

Go Global 
 Most of the Amazon Rainforest is located in the 

first 3 countries in the list below. Smaller parts 
are found in the other territories. 

• Brazil (60% of the Amazon 
Rainforest is found in Brazil) 

• Peru (13% of the Amazon 
Rainforest is found in Brazil) 

• Colombia (10% of the Amazon 
Rainforest is found in Brazil) 

• Venezuela 
• Ecuador 
• Bolivia 
• Guyana 
• Suriname 
• French Guiana (overseas depart of 

France) 
•  

Quick Facts about the Amazon Rainforest 

• It is thought that around 390 billion trees 
grow in the Amazon Rainforest 

• Around 16,000 species of tree grow in 
the Amazon Rainforest. 

• The Amazon Rainforest is twice the size 
of India. 

• The Amazon Rainforest is the biggest 
rainforest in the world 

• It is bigger than all of the other 
rainforests combined. 

 

https://www.activewild.com/where-is-the-
amazon-rainforest-located/ 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Community Connections  



In May 2019, we invited Cheryl Curr from Sidcup Partners into the Buzz news room. During our 
interview, one of our questions we asked was is there an age limit to sit on the board, where 
bigger decisions were discussed? Then shortly after we received an invite to attend a meeting, to 
explain a little about Journalism Club / Burnt Oak Buzz and represent the voice of the children. 

On Thursday 3rd October, we met Cheryl once again at Rose Bruford College before making our 
way to the meeting room. It was a big panelled room with a massive table in the middle and 
bright chandeliers lighting the room; at the side was a refreshment table with coffee and biscuits. 
Me ( Chloe ), Atiyah and Mrs Smith were at one end of the table. There were around 13 people 
including us there. 

We sat down in the seats and went around the table saying our names; they said what they did 
and me and Atiyah said where we were from. The Police were represented, as well as the owner 
of Rose Bruford, Bank Managers, local shop owners and many more.  

They then handed out the agenda, which listed what was going to be discussed in the meeting. 
Although we were there as observers this time, so we couldn’t talk, it was interesting to listen. I 
never realised how much they did for charity. They discussed how they were making a positive 
change and how they were going to do this. However, Buzz was surprised to have the first child 
representative on the board, as well as representing local state education it appeared.  

Discussion was varied. The new restaurant Elephant is doing very well and the community are 
loving it. The old Blockbusters on Sidcup High Street will house Sidcup Library and become a new 
cinema! Family events were discussed for Halloween and Christmas which sounded fun.  

We want to thank Cheryl and everyone at the meeting for this great opportunity. If possible, we 
would love to come again and further our understanding of how board meetings work.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

On Wednesday 9th October Buzz welcomed Patrick Gray from Bexley Community Partnerships 
Trust to our news room. Patrick first heard of Buzz when having a conversation with Cheryl from 
Sidcup Partners, who said how much she enjoyed visiting us. As he is interested in community 
journalism and advocates the voice of the community, hearing we represent the voice of the 
children and run our own children’s digital newspaper he got in touch with our Editor Mrs Smith. 

Patrick had the chance to meet some of our Sub Editors, Design Team and Media Crew, as well as 
some of the adult team at Buzz. Here’s some of our Q&A and photographs from the visit.  

 

Can you tell us a little about Bexley Community Partnerships and your role in it? The Community 
Partnerships team are quite a new team at the council and we work with community development which 
looks at people, instead of things. We work with people and see if they can be given the power to do 
things for themselves. We talk to people in the community, build relationships and rather than the council 
doing things, we want to work in partnership with people and help them achieve what’s important to them. 

Have you always been involved in this type of work? No. Similar type of work for the last ten years. 
Before that I lived in the most sparsely populated area of Western Europe, in the North Highlands of 
Scotland running my own business as a designer; designing merchandise mainly for bands in a converted 
coal shed next to my house.  

 

Bexley Community Partnerships 

Visit Buzz News Room 



Do you have any questions for us? Yes I have. One of the parts of my job is similar to what you are 
doing, which is telling stories, so part of my job is talking to people and trying to get the voice of the 
people out there. If there’s any message or story you’d like me to tell for you, what would it be as young 
people? 

• I think people should stop littering and use bins provided, which would help save our environment. 
• We need to spread awareness of the Amazon Rainforest burning. So many animal habitats have 

been destroyed or are under threat and we need to help more to stop this happening. 
• Brexit - there are good sides to leaving the EU, but there are also bad sides. I’m unhappy about 

Boris Johnson leaving the EU without a deal which is a worrying idea. This is the society we live in 
and this matters a lot to the people and it’s all so uncertain.  

All great ideas, but thinking more locally what’s your message to the people of Bexley? Some 
people feel children should be seen and not heard, but it’s important to us that children have a voice. 
We’re making sure children’s voices are being heard with our children’s newspaper, trying to include all of 
those who would like to be involved. We are looking forward to developing other projects this year and 
would appreciate spreading awareness in the community, to build possible links or find sponsorship. 

How do you feel about how Buzz has evolved since the beginning? It’s been really fun, having lots 
of different experiences we might not have had otherwise, like interviewing people and meeting 
professionals in different roles.  

You should be very proud of what you’ve achieved and I’m really looking forward to seeing 
what you achieve next.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you so much for visiting us at Buzz Patrick. It was great to meet you and we look forward to working with you in the future.  

 



Jack welcomes back Will from Team 1, who joins the Comic Strip Team. 
Together they have been busy illustrating; capturing stories and creating 
logos in their unique style. From celebrating our 1st birthday to creating 
our brand new TPA KIDZ! page, where we will be linking up with other 
schools in The Pioneer Academy. 

This month we have interviewed a Yr 2 pupil at Chatsworth Infant School, 
who have had an exciting start to the year with a new outdoor learning 
area being unveiled and author Denis Bond visiting. Our youngest Buzz 
guest tells us more.

1. What is your favourite lesson at school and why?

Art because it is lots of fun. We have learnt about the bible in our art lessons. I have 
always wanted to learn about the bible and it is interesting learning about Jesus through 
art. We have also made story books and learnt lots from Denis Bond’s visit.

2. What is your favourite part of the school day and why?

Lunchtime! “Hawkers get hangry when we get hungry, and I’m a Hawker!” I also like to 
play outside with my friends.

3. Do you have a favourite animal?

All animals, I just love them.

4. What hobbies do you enjoy?

Playing video games as that way I can express my feelings.

5. If you could have a celebrity best friend, who would it be and why?

Ariana Grande - I like her songs.
Billy Rae Cyrus - I like ‘Old Town Road’

Thank you for 
being our 1st interview 

for TPA KIDZ! A badge is on it’s way to you! Ava - Buzz Sub Editor



Buzz Miscellany!

Dear Boris Johnson,

I am writing to tell you that plastic is taking over. 
I know you are dealing with Brexit, but this is a 
major problem in the world. 

Please take this into consideration because 
it’s killing millions of animals and killing us too,        
because we then eat the fish that are dead,    
making us ill too. Look how many things plastic 
harms. You need to make sure this message is 
heard as you are Prime Minister. 

We are throwing away too much so we then 
can’t handle it. Turtles can’t tell the difference        
between plastic bags and jellyfish. But why should 
they even see plastics in their home, don’t you 
agree?

Our Earth, one day, will be too weak and it will 
collapse. No one is thinking of what the ocean is, 
but it is now garbage soup.

Make people change our world please Mr Johnson.

Yours Sincerely,

Ava - Year 6

Mars Fact File by James Sa. & Scarlett - Year 5

Mars has approximately the same land mass as Earth

Mars is home to the tallest mountains in the Solar System

Mars is covered with fine dust like talcum powder

The soil contains nutrients like Sodium and Potassium

Only 18 missions to Mars have been successful

It has a canyon that spans 4000 KM

The tallest mountain on Mars is called Olympus Mons

The Olympus Mons is a shield volcano, which last erupted 25 million years ago



Amy’s Wordsearch

 

Words to find:

America

England

Spain

Iceland

Mexico



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our Buzz Media Group has been working 
hard at Buzz since January, with the Podcast 
Group coming on board at Easter, both 
helping to resource and create digital links.  
 
We start our 2nd year at Buzz, with a new 
name and concept! Buzz Media are joining 
together with Digital Leaders and Sports 
Champions to learn advanced filming and 
editing techniques, enabling children to 
capture special events and assemblies in 
school. We aim to add another digital media 
platform to Burnt Oak, celebrating pupils’ 
learning, talents and interests, empowering 
children across the school to use their voice 
with film; both behind and in front of camera 
in various roles, in our own news show. 
 
 
 

Media 
Crew to 
Launch  
BUZZ 
TV! 

 
Coming Soon!

We hope you’ve enjoyed our new look Buzz created by Team 4! You can see they’ve been 
busy filling up the pages of our first edition of the year. We are incredibly proud that 
some of our young journalists have had their first press releases published in both our 
local Bexley Bulletin and in a national newspaper; you can read and watch all about our 
Summer visit to interview Nicky Cox MBE and see First News rolling off the presses on 
pages 1-4. Building community links is also celebrated in this issue as well as favourite 
sections like ‘Acorns 2 Oaks’ returning and introducing new sections like ‘Go Global’ to the mix.

As well as our growing Media Crew, we also have a new Design Team who have 
helped to lay out pages this month and will be learning Adobe inDesign after half 
term. We are excited to take on our new creative challenge, especially as we have 
our Sub Editors, Reporters and Freelancers working hard on content alongside.

The whole team are as enthusiastic as usual and we’re all looking forward to the year ahead!

Well done Team 4!
Mrs Smith Editor, Mr Barrett Digital Editor, Miss Tomlin Assistant Editor, Miss Moore Sports Editor

Mrs Fernando Design Team Assistant, Mrs Brand Sports Assistant
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